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Abstract: Computing process and mathematical modelling are used to solve many complex issues and are applied in 

all the major developments of Scientific, Engineering, Medical   and Social applications. Computational approaches are 

attempted to identify the root cause of the disease in the medical domain. Medical Diagnosis, medical image processing, 

Bio informatics analysis techniques are widely used for the detection of the medication factors and its related causes.  

The internal complexity of the process is challenge in the medical field. Medical applications are build based on 

mathematical modelling and algorithms. The mathematical model is integrated on medical applications are attempted to 

solve different medical problems. This study identifies the functional relationship of Lysosomal storage disorder (LSD) 

Patients’   brain neuron high density and its active status.   
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I.INTRODUCTION 

The computing techniques are used to resolve the complex issues in all domain applications [5]. The 

computing processes are build upon mathematical model and provides a possible and optimum solution based on the 

existing data[7]. It is used to predict the features    using   Data mining techniques such as association [6], clustering[10] 

[19] , and classification [23]. It determines the optimum solution using suitable algorithms in accordance to the domain 

and nature of the problems[4]. Computational model and the algorithms are applied in all the domains according to the 

needs. The association identifies the relationship according to the existing values of data.  

Data mining techniques are applied into the   intelligent analysis, business, scientific, mathematical and the 

medical applications [9] [1]. This research work is attempted to apply the clustering analysis on medical images. This 

research application is focused to identify the brain activeness of LSD challenged person. The process is attained 

through clustering brain image and by identifying high active neuron. 

II. SCOPE 

Data mining techniques are used to predict the relationship between the different attributes using associative 

relationship. This work is to determine the associative relationship of LSD patient and their neuron activeness. The 

neuron image analysis processes are implemented with clustering to determine high active neurons. This paper covers 

the analysis of the LSD patients’ neuron image analysis using the K-means clustering and identifies the potential and 

active neuron. Section III provides orientation on LSD   followed by the K-Means clustering algorithm[13] along with 

implementation results  

 

III. LYSOSOMAL STORAGE DISORDERS (LSDS) 

Lysosomal Storage Disorders (LSD) is a deficiency of metabolism that will affect human process and external 

activities of the human[24]. A genetic (inherited) problem causes a deficiency or malfunction of a particular enzyme in 

the body, so the enzyme cannot properly rid cells of waste material[22]. Waste products accumulate in the lysosomes of 

cells, which leads to disruption of cell function. However, while all LSDs have a similar underlying cause, there is 

great variety of signs and symptoms of the individual diseases. As a group, the LSD affect nearly every part of the body 

in people of all ages and races. 
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In LSD,  the classical acute neuronopathic (type 2) form; neuronopathic symptoms are characterised by an 

onset  initial stage . In addition to the systemic manifestations, prominent brainstem findings are present, including 

spasticity, persistentretroflexion of the head, strabismus, oculomotor apraxia,trismus, dysphagia, laryngeal stridor and 

exaggerated deep tendon reflexes. Chronic neuronopathic (type 3) disease comprises a variety of disease variants. 

Patients may have an onset during childhood with hepatomegaly and skeletal lesions, and in addition, early 

development of a slowing of conjugate horizontal saccadic eye movements.  Later on, treatment-resistant generalised 

tonic-clonic and myoclonic seizures, dementia, progressive spasticity and ataxia may develop and intellectual function 

may be lost which can be identified from the MRI brain analysis. The following part provides the concept of K-means 

clustering[20]. 

IV. K-MEANS ALGORITHM  CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

K-Means is a partitioning (P) method. It takes n number of objects as input along with the parameter k,  that 

means the algorithm has to create k number of clusters. Each cluster has to contain at least one object, and each object 

has to belong to exactly one cluster[12]. In this manner the k-means algorithm does not handle noise, thus in our model 

applying the noise model is an empty step (P1 = NULL, D0 = D1). K-means algorithm creates an initial partitioning 

where randomly selected objects are considered as the center of a cluster, and those objects belong to a given cluster, 

that are the nearest to it considering the distance measure, that is also an input for the algorithm. Thus, in this manner 

P2 is applied on the input object set and creates the initial clusters C0. This process iterates until the criterion function 

converges. This reallocation means that the k-means algorithm tries to minimize the root mean square of the clustering. 

In this paper we are used Squared Euclidean to determine the distance for clustering. 

Squared Euclidean Distance 

 The General Squared Euclidean Distance Coefficient compares two cases i and j, and is defined as 

follows: 

dij 
2  

=  Sk wijk(xik - xjk)
2 

                         Sk wijk 

Where  xik   is the value of variable k in case i, and  Wijk   is a weight of 1 or depending upon whether or 

not the comparison is valid for the k
th

 variable; if differential variable weights are specified. It is the weight of 

the k
th

 variable, or 0 if the comparison is not valid. It should be noted that the effect of the denominator Sk wijk 

is to divide the sum of the distance scores by the number of variables; or if variable weights have been specified, 

by the sum of the weights.   

Euclidean Distance: Euclidean Distance dij is obtained by taking the square root of Squared Euclidean 

Distance Odij
2
 as computed above. 

V.METHODOLOGY 

The following steps are executable in pre-processed MRI using K-MEANS algorithm. 

Step 1: Fetch the pre-processed MRI in the .nrrd format from LSD person 

Step 2:  Convert the fetched MRI .nrrd format file into sequence of frames in a 2D model. 

Step 3: Fixation of frame number for the sequenced frames.  

Step 4: Convert the frames into corresponding digital numbers. 

Step 5: The converted digital numbers into triplet array sequence.(X,Y,Value) 

Step 6: Cluster the triplet converted values using K-MEANS algorithm 

Step 7: Fix a index value (ranking) of clustered object  

Step 8: Sequential integration of same clusters and determine the pattern  

Step 9: Determines of active and inactive neuron set based on pattern 
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VI. MRI analysis for LSD 

The biological cell into a structure that is capable of receiving and integrating input, making a decision 

based on that input, and signalling other cells depending on the outcome of that decision is a remarkable feat of 

evolution[18]. The clustering process[2]  is based on the digital values of the obtained MRI[11].    

 

Source of the data : A MRI converted nrrd image is captured from the slicer public database. The data set is presented 

in the nrrd format and it is converted into the cubical data format using matlab. The converted cubical data set is 

presented into 256x256x120 representation. The each layer is  presentable in a two dimensional format. The three 

dimensional axies points of the data are fetched and the changes between the 139 pixels are computed and graph is 

generated.  

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) into cubical database: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one among the 

familiar and famous   three-dimensional viewing of the brain and structures precise spatial relationships [3] . The image 

resolution is somewhat limited. Stained sections, on the other hand, offer excellent resolution and the ability to see 

individual nuclei (cell stain) or fiber tracts (myelin stain), however, there are often spatial distortions inherent in the 

staining process[8]. In this work ,nrrd file is fetched from slicer 3D download data base. Nrrd stands for "nearly raw 

raster data".Nrrd is a library file format designed to support scientific visualization and image processing involving N-

dimensional raster data.  

The network path way analysis is made by Modha, et.al., identified the movement and the distance of the neuron via 

analysing  the MRI three dimensional coordinated image[14][21] [15] [16]. A similar approach is made to attain the 

signal communication analysis to increase the speed of the neuron process[17]. The images which is fetched at the time 

of MRI scanning is processed using matlab and converted to the two dimensional image and converted into the 

corresponding digital values. 

 

 

Figure 1 : Converted MRI                     Figure  2: MRI layer   Image 

The image is sequenced into 1: 120 based on the nature of the MRI file. The files corresponding digital values are 

converted and presented to compute the frequency of the changes. The changes on the digital number consider as an 

activation of neuron. 

VII. CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

The neuron processes are observed on the processed MRI. The major two patterns   active and inactive neurons are 

identified. In frequency process evaluated from 262144 generated frequency images. Using K-means on the Digital 

values neuron are clustered in 8,16,32,64 and 128.The obtained results are summarised and discussed below. 
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Table 1: Eight cluster neuron count 

Cluster no 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Neuron Count 0 0 0 0 72025 80057 51237 3053 

 

The first 4   clustered are empty clusters  and does not have    elements. However, elements are not active. The cluster 

images below   

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 

   

   

  

Total Inactive Neurons 55772 

 

 

Figure 3 : Cluster images for 8 clusters 
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Similarly the neurons are clustered into 32 and the following results are obtained  

 

Table 2: 32 cluster neuron count 

Cluster no 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Active 

Neuron 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cluster no 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

Active 

Neuron 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cluster no 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Active 

Neuron 
0 0 21447 36458 10098 11187 10077 20642 

Cluster no 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 

Active 

Neuron 
29623 24055 19923 11109 7464 2132 1901 256 

 

As per the observation of 32 clustering the non active neurons are 55772 and active neurons are 206372. The first 1-18 

clusters are inactive. The remaining 19 to 32 are active clustering. The minimum is 56 and the maximum is 36458 in 

the neuron clusters. The obtained active neuron cluster images are.  

Cluster 19 Cluster 20 Cluster21 

   
Cluster 22 Cluster 23 Cluster 24 

   
Cluster 25 Cluster 26 Cluster27 
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Cluster 28 Cluster 29 Cluster 30 

   
Cluster 31 Cluster 32 

  

Figure 4: Cluster images for 32 clusters 

While clustering into the high level of clustering the communication neuron are reduced. Comparison of 

Communication strength of Neuron  

 

Table 3: comparison of Active neurons 

Cluster 
Non Active  

Cluster 

Active 

Cluster 
Min Max Average 

Active 

Neuron 

Non Active 

Neuron 

8 4 4 2853 206572 82549 206372 55772 

16 9 7 671 61742 29482 206372 55772 

32 18 14 56 36458 14741 206372 55772 

64 38 26 68 30888 7937 206372 55772 

128 77 51 37 23543 4046 206372 55772 

When the number of cluster are increased the neuron are communicated quickly with the clusters. When numbers of 

neurons in the cluster are less the communication speed is increased.  
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VIII. CONCLUSION 

The MRI cluster analysis of the communication of neuron process will increase the speed then the LSD impact will be 

decreased. The MRI image is converted nrrd format and presented into corresponding cubical data set for the DN 

generation and clustered according to the frequency. The active neurons are decreased then communication process 

increased while analyzing the LSD. The low levels of neuron areas are identified. The density based as well as 

hierarchal clustering algorithms to be compared for   high active neurons for the further mapping process.  
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